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Abstract: As electrostatic forces play a prominent role in the process of folding and binding of
biological macromolecules, an examination of the method dependence of the electrostatic
interaction energy is of great importance. An extensive analysis of the basis set and method
dependence of electrostatic interaction energies (Ees) in molecular systems using six test dimers
of R-glycine is presented. A number of Hartree-Fock, Kohn-Sham, Møller-Plesset, configuration interaction (CI), quadratic CI, and coupled cluster calculations were performed using several
double-, triple-, and quadruple-ζ-quality Gaussian- and Slater-type (Kohn-Sham calculations
only) basis sets. The main factor affecting Ees was found to be the inclusion of diffuse functions
in the basis set expansions. Møller-Plesset (even at second order), quadratic CI, and coupled
cluster calculations produce the most consistent results. Hartree-Fock and CI methods usually
overestimate the Ees, while the Kohn-Sham approach tends to underestimate the magnitude
of the electrostatic interaction. The combination of the transferable-pseudoatom databank and
the exact potential and multipole moment method reproduces Kohn-Sham B3LYP/6-31G**
results on which it is based, confirming the excellent transferability of the pseudoatom densities
within the systems studied. However, because Kohn-Sham calculations with double-ζ-quality
basis sets show considerable deviations from advanced correlated methods, further development
of the databank using electron densities from such methods is highly desirable.

Introduction
Electrostatic forces play an important role in the process of
protein folding and binding,1 as the electrostatic interaction
energy Ees is a major component of the total interaction
energy Eint of polar molecules. This has long been recognized
within the boundaries of the perturbation theory of intermolecular forces2 in which the electrostatic interaction energy
is the leading term in the perturbation expansion of Eint:3
Eint ) Ees + Eind + Edisp + Eex-rep

(1)

where Eind, Edisp, and Eex-rep are the induction, dispersion,
and exchange-repulsion energies, respectively. Ees describes
the electrostatic interaction between two unperturbed charge

distributions, Eind originates from the interaction of the
unperturbed charge density on one monomer with the
induced charge distribution on the other (and visa versa),
Edisp accounts for instantaneous interactions between fluctuating charge distributions on different monomers, and Eex-rep
originates from the antisymmetrization of the wave function
as a manifestation of the Pauli principle.4
We have recently embarked on a quest for an accurate
yet efficient evaluation of electrostatic interaction energies
in molecular complexes.5 In widely used force field approaches, Ees is commonly calculated with a multipole or
Buckingham-type approximation:2,6
N A NB

Ees )

∑i ∑j T[rij]qiqj + TR[rij](qiµR,j - qjµR,i) +
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where q, µ, Θ, etc. are the permanent atomic moments
(monopole, dipole, quadrupole, etc.) in the unperturbed
molecular charge distributions and parameters TRβγ...[rij] are
the so-called interaction tensors (with the Einstein summation
convention for indices R, β, γ, etc. used), which also depend
on the separation of atomic centers rij. Parameters NA and
NB represent the number of atoms in molecular fragments
A and B, respectively. In many cases, only the first pointcharge term of expansion 2 is used,7-10 although the second
and part of the third term of expansion 2 (i.e., charge-dipole
and dipole-dipole contributions) have been added in some
of the force fields.11
In the more advanced distributed multipole approach by
Stone and co-workers,12,13 the expansion is extended to
higher-order terms but is still subject to the fundamental
limitation of the multipole approximation; that is, it is valid
only for nonoverlapping charge distributions. This is especially troublesome for strongly bound systems, involving,
for example, short H bonds. In such cases, the multipole
approach cannot possibly yield accurate results, and the
addition of penetration terms,12,14 the use of off-atom
centered12 and damping functions,12 etc. have been proposed.
This complicates the calculation process and greatly reduces
the transferability of atomic properties.
In our recent paper,15 we have described a novel approach,
called the exact potential and multipole moment (EPMM)
method, for the fast and accurate evaluation of electrostatic
interaction energies (Ees) between two molecular charge
distributions within the Hansen-Coppens16,17 pseudoatom
electron density formalism. It combines a numerical evaluation of the exact Coulomb integral for the short-range with
the Buckingham-type multipole approximation for the longrange interatomic interactions. It was found, for example,
that for intermolecular O‚‚‚H interactions in molecular
systems the multipole approximation underestimates the
strength of Ees(O‚‚‚H) by as much as 50 kJ/mol for O‚‚‚H
∼ 1.5 Å, while the EPMM method yields almost that exact
result.
We have combined the EPMM method with electron
densities from our recently developed theoretical databank
of transferable aspherical pseudoatoms,18,19 referred to below
as the DB+EPMM approach. The databank consists of
chemically unique pseudoatoms, identified on the basis of
common connectivity and bonding. They were extracted from
B3LYP/6-31G** densities of a large number of small
molecules using a least-squares projection technique in
Fourier transform space, and show excellent consistency
among chemically equivalent atoms in different molecules.
The resulting electrostatic interaction energies Ees of monomers in molecular dimers were found to be in a very good
agreement with those from a Morokuma-Ziegler decomposition20,21 of double- and triple-ζ energies15 evaluated at
the density functional level of theory (DFT).
The comparison of Ees calculated using the databank
parameters (derived from Gaussian-type wave functions) with
ADF22-24 results (in which the Slater-type functions are used
and only pure DFT functionals, such as BLYP, are available)
is not fully convincing because the two levels of theory used
are not equivalent. A meaningful comparison should include
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intermolecular Ees calculated at exactly the same level of
theory at which the databank parameters were obtained, that
is, B3LYP/6-31G**. To this end, a new program, SPDFG,
was written for the evaluation of Ees from monomer charge
distributions expressed in terms of Gaussian-type basis
functions. This allows an extensive study of the electrostatic
energy of interaction between molecules and its dependence
on the orbital basis set for a wide variety of quantumchemical methods.

Test Systems and Calculations
The current analysis is based on six pairs (dimers) of
zwitterionic glycine molecules such as occur in crystals of
R-glycine25 (Figure 1).
Monomer molecular wave functions for Gaussian-type
calculations were obtained with the Gaussian03 (G03) suite
of programs26 using methods and basis sets listed in Table
1. The standard Gaussian03 option Output ) WFN (and
Density ) Current for correlated wave functions) generates
coefficients of natural orbitals in a primitive basis. For
correlated wave functions (MP2, MP4SDQ, CISD, QCISD,
and CCSD), generalized densities are based on the Z-vector
method.27-30 All Gaussian03 calculations were performed
with the SCF ) Tight option, which requests tight selfconsistent field convergence criteria.
The new SPDFG program uses the numerical Rys quadrature method31,32 for the evaluation of one- and two-electron
Coulomb integrals. The method is based on a set of
orthogonal (Rys) polynomials,33 which yields a simple
general formula for integrals over basis functions, χ, of
arbitrarily high angular momentum:
〈χi(1)χj(1)|r-1
12 |χk(2)χl(2)〉 )

N

∑ Ix(uR)Iy(uR)Iz*(uR)WR

(3)

R)1

in which uR and WR are the roots and weights of the Nth
order Rys polynomial and Ix, Iy, and Iz* are simple twodimensional integrals, evaluated using efficient and compact
recurrence formulas.32 The program is parallelized using the
message-passing interface and can handle basis functions of
any angular momentum. Ees for Hartree-Fock wave functions evaluated with the SPDFG program are in excellent
agreement with those obtained with Morokuma energy
decomposition in GAMESS-US.46
For Slater-type calculations, Ees was obtained using the
Morokuma-Ziegler energy decomposition scheme20,21 implemented in the program ADF,22-24 which gives electrostatic
interaction energies between monomers that are exact within
the approximations of the theoretical calculation.
All calculations were performed using our own Linux
Beowulf-type cluster equipped with dual-and quad-processor
AMD AthlonMP and Opteron nodes.

Results and Discussion
As the electrostatic energy is a major component of the total
interaction energy, an analysis of its dependence on the basis
set choice and level of theory employed is required for a
better understanding of computational results. This is especially important for the evaluation of the performance of the
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Figure 1. Six dimers in the crystal of R-glycine (oxygen atoms shown in red, nitrogens in blue, carbons in green, and hydrogens
in gray).
Table 1. Methods and Basis Sets Used in the Study
basis sets
methods

w/o diffuse functions

Gaussian-Type Calculations
Hartree-Fock (HF)
6-31G**34
DFT with pure BLYP36 and PBE37,38 functionals
DZP39
cc-pVDZ42,43
DFT with hybrid B3LYP41 functional
Møller-Plesset second-order (MP2)
cc-pVTZ42,43
Møller-Plesset fourth-order with single, double,
cc-pVQZ42,43,†
and quadruple substitutions (MP4SDQ)
CI with single and double substitutions (CISD)
quadratic CI with single and double substitutions (QCISD)
coupled cluster (CC) with single and double
substitutions (CCSD)
DFT with pure BLYP functional

†

w/diffuse functions
6-31++G**35
DZP+diffuse40 (DZP+)
aug-cc-pVDZ42,43
aug-cc-pVTZ42,43
aug-cc-pVQZ43-45,†

Slater-Type Calculations
DZP
TZP
QZ4P

For MP2, HF, and DFT calculations only.

DB+EPMM method, which is to be applied to much larger
systems of biological interest to which quantum-mechanical
methods are not easily applicable.
1. Effect of Basis Set on the Computed Electrostatic
Interaction Energy. 1.1. Comparison of Related Double-,
Triple-, and Quadruple-ζ Gaussian and Slater Basis Sets.
The effect of extending the basis set from double-ζ (DZ) to
triple-ζ (TZ) is shown in Figure 2a. For Gaussian functions,
we report ∆Ees ) Ees(cc-pVTZ) - Ees(cc-pVDZ), whereas
for Slater functions, TZP and DZP are compared. For
Gaussians, the energy calculated with the TZ basis is always
more negative (more attractive or slightly less repulsive in
the case of dimer Gly5) than the DZ value. The most
significant changes are observed for DFT calculations. For
example, for Gly3 and Gly4 dimers, ∆Ees is as large as 1015 kJ/mol for pure DFT and 9-11 kJ/mol for hybrid B3LYP

functionals. ∆Ees at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level is relatively
insensitive to the quality of the basis set, the maximum value
being just over 4 kJ/mol for the Gly3 dimer. ∆Ees values for
post-HF calculations are usually intermediate between those
for HF and B3LYP.
When considering the dependence of ∆Ees on the relative
orientation of monomers in dimers, generally, the smallest
values are observed for dimers Gly1, Gly2, Gly5, and Gly6
and the largest for dimers Gly3 and Gly4, which are connected by two symmetry-related N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds.
Slater-type DFT calculations exhibit a different orientational dependence than that observed for Gaussians. For
dimer Gly5, the electrostatic energy calculated with the TZ
basis is more repulsive by ∼4 kJ/mol than that calculated
with the DZ basis. No differences between TZ and DZ basis
sets are found for dimer Gly4, in marked contrast to results
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Figure 2. Difference between Ees (in kJ/mol) calculated with
(a) TZ and DZ basis sets and (b) TZ and QZ basis sets at
different levels of theory. For the Gaussian-type calculations,
the differences are between (a) cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ and
(b) cc-pVQZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets. For the Slater-type
calculations, (a) TZP-DZP and (b) QZ4P-TZP results are
shown.

obtained with Gaussian functions. The largest deviation (∼7
kJ/mol) is observed for dimers Gly1 and Gly3.
Overall, the differences in Ees between the DZ and TZ
bases are significant, and in the case of R-glycine dimers
can reach 15 kJ/mol. All Gaussian-type calculations show
approximately the same dependence of ∆Ees on the relative
orientation of monomers in dimers, which is different from
that observed for DFT calculations with Slater functions.
Figure 2b shows the effect of further expansion of the basis
set from triple- to quadruple-ζ (QZ). This leads to corrections
for Gaussian DFT and MP2 energies which are smaller than
the change between DZ and TZ bases. Although the HF
corrections are small, they are comparable to those when
going from a DZ to a TZ basis. For Slater-type DFT
calculations, the QZ/TZ difference is only -3 kJ/mol for
dimer Gly3; -1 kJ/mol for dimers Gly2 and Gly5; and
essentially zero for dimers Gly1, Gly4, and Gly6.
For Slater-type calculations, the convergence of Ees is
nearly complete at the QZ level, while even more extended
basis sets are needed to achieve a similar convergence in
Gaussian-type calculations; that is, quintuple- or perhaps even
sextuple-quality basis sets would be required.
1.2. Effect of Inclusion of Diffuse Functions in the Basis
Sets. A prominent result obtained in this study is that the
inclusion of diffuse functions in monomer charge density
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Figure 3. Effect of inclusion of diffuse functions in monomer
basis sets on the electrostatic interaction energies in dimers
(kJ/mol) for (a) several double-ζ-quality basis sets and (b)
triple- and quadruple-ζ basis sets.

calculations has a much more pronounced effect on electrostatic interaction energies than even the change from a simple
6-31G** basis to the cc-pVTZ basis set. Figure 3a shows
these effects for DZ-quality basis sets, and Figure 3b shows
analogous results for TZ and QZ basis sets. Results are
shown only for HF, B3LYP, BLYP, and MP2 calculations,
with other methods showing similar behavior.
The inclusion of diffuse functions usually lowers Ees
(except for a very small positive energy change in HF/ccpVTZ and cc-pVQZ calculations). Not surprisingly, the
6-31G** basis tends to show a much larger variation in Ees
upon the inclusion of diffuse functions than any other basis
set examined in this study. The change is as small as 2-4
kJ/mol for dimer Gly5 and as large as 28-32 kJ/mol for
dimers Gly3 and Gly4. The other two DZ-type basis sets
(cc-pVDZ and DZP) are somewhat less affected by the
inclusion of diffuse functions than 6-31G**. The maximum
changes are ∼25-26 kJ/mol for the cc-pVDZ basis in dimers
Gly4 and Gly3 and ∼22 kJ/mol for the DZP basis in dimer
Gly3. For dimers Gly2, Gly5, and Gly6, the inclusion of
diffuse functions does not significantly affect the Ees for any
of the DZ-quality basis sets: changes are generally under
10 kJ/mol.
As expected, the effect of including diffuse functions
diminishes in going from double- to triple- to quadruple-ζ
basis sets. The biggest effects are 7, 14, and 32 kJ/mol for
QZ-, TZ-, and DZ-quality basis sets, respectively.
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Figure 4. Electrostatic interaction energies (in kJ/mol) in Gly1 (a), Gly2 (b), Gly3 (c), Gly4 (d), Gly5 (e), and Gly6 (f) dimers
calculated at different levels of theory.

The inclusion of diffuse functions has its greatest effect
on Gaussian DFT (more pronounced for pure DFT functionals) and MP2 energies; is slightly less for CCSD, QCISD,
and MP4SDQ; and is the least for HF and CISD methods.
In general, the importance of diffuse functions for the
calculation of intermolecular Ees reported here is in accord
with the results of previous studies, for example, those using
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory3 for various types of
systems.47-49 Similar conclusions were also drawn from the
studies of supermolecular interaction energies in both
hydrogen-bonded50,51 and π-π interacting52 systems, molecular electric moments and polarizabilities,53 and so-called
correlated cumulative atomic multipole moments.54 Our
results confirm that augmenting a given basis set is more

important for the calculation of Ees, and also Eint,52 than
adding a shell of valence functions (i.e., aug-cc-pVDZ vs
cc-pVTZ).
It is noteworthy that, within the BLYP method, the electrostatic interaction energies obtained with augmented Gaussian
triple- and quadruple-ζ basis sets are in an excellent agreement with those from TZP and QZ4P Slater calculations.
2. Method Dependence of Ees. The results summarized
in Figure 4a-f show both the basis set and method
dependences of Ees for each of the R-glycine dimers. The
Gaussian-type basis sets are listed at the bottom along the x
axis, while Slater-type basis sets are listed at the top of the
graphs. Values of Ees obtained from the DB+EPMM
approach are represented by the solid horizontal line.
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The overall spread of Ees obtained from first principle
calculations is remarkably large. For example, it is as large
as 74 kJ/mol between pure DFT calculations with cc-pVDZ
or 6-31G** basis sets and HF/DZP+ calculations in the Gly4
dimer. Judging from the results of our best calculations, these
DFT values are estimated to be ∼22% too large and the HF
values are ∼19% too low. Similarly, the spread of calculated
Ees values is about 40 kJ/mol in dimers Gly1 and Gly3.
Given the large basis-set dependence, we will analyze the
effect of the method on Ees within each basis set to arrive at
general conclusions. In general, we can distinguish five
groups in terms of their Ees method dependence: (1)
calculations with pure DFT functionals using both Slater and
Gaussian functions (BLYP in ADF and BLYP/PBE in G03);
(2) hybrid DFT with Gaussian functions (B3LYP in G03);
(3) HF; (4) CISD; and (5) MP2, CCSD, QCISD, and
MP4SDQ, the last four groups all with Gaussian functions.
For the strongly bonded dimers Gly1, Gly3, and Gly4, all
DFT calculations yield less-negative Ees values than do the
advanced correlated methods, such as CCSD, QCISD, and
MP4SDQ. HF, on the other hand, overestimates Ees (by 1020 kJ/mol), as does CISD, but by a smaller amount than HF
(∼5-10 kJ/mol). The advanced correlated methods, and also
MP2, show consistent results with differences of only a few
kJ/mol. This is also true for the somewhat more weakly
bonded dimer Gly6, except that with aug-cc-pVTZ, and the
higher basis set B3LYP method shows an excellent agreement with MP2 results.
For the only repulsive dimer, Gly5, included in this study,
the same trend with respect to the method is observed but
with the opposite sign, that is, repulsion is largest for HF
and more advanced methods.
For the weakly bonded Gly2 dimer, the situation is the
opposite of the one described above. HF and CISD calculations underestimate Ees, while pure DFT overestimates it.
The behavior of the hybrid DFT B3LYP functional in this
dimer is similar to that of the MP2, CCSD, QCISD, and
MP4SDQ calculations.
Within a given Gaussian basis set approximation, the
values of Ees either increase or decrease, depending on the
spatial orientation of the monomers, in the following order:
HF, CISD, (CCSD, QCISD, MP4SDQ), MP2, B3LYP, and
pure DFT functionals. As expected, advanced correlated
methods, such as CCSD, QCISD, and MP4SDQ, are
consistently in good agreement with one another. Electron
correlation effects are significant. Large-basis HF calculations
yield values that differ from comparable correlated results
by factors ranging from 0.95 (Gly1) to 1.19 (Gly5) in
reasonable agreement with factors of about 0.94 previously
reported for H2O and HF dimers.47 MP2 consistently
overestimates the magnitude of the electron correlation
correction, but never by more than 3 kJ/mol in the six dimers
studied here, and these small deviations are removed at the
MP4SDQ level of theory. This agrees with early studies of
the convergence of the Møller-Plesset perturbation expansion applied to the calculation of electrostatic interaction
energies55 and electron density distributions56 in simple
closed-shell molecules. The CISD method, which suffers
from nonsize consistency, recovers only half of the electron
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correlation correction; that is, CISD Ees values are roughly
halfway between those of HF and advanced correlated
methods. Clearly, CISD is inappropriate for molecules
comparable to or larger than glycine.
Hybrid DFT B3LYP calculations often deviate significantly from advanced correlated methods for double-ζ quality
basis sets, but the agreement improves for more extended
basis sets. The deviations of pure DFT calculations (using
either Gaussian or Slater functions) from advanced correlated
methods always have the same sign but larger magnitude
than those of hybrid B3LYP calculations. Problems with pure
DFT functionals have been attributed to their inability to
correctly describe long-range correlations,57,58 which in
general can be remedied by incorporation of the special
asymptotic correction.59,60 Hybrid DFT functionals, such as
B3LYP, by their very nature, already include a part of correct
asymptotics via Hartree-Fock exchange, which improves
the overall asymptotic behavior of these functionals. Accordingly, electrostatic energies calculated with pure DFT
functionals almost always deviate much more from advanced
correlated methods than does hybrid B3LYP. The latter
energies are almost always intermediate between those from
pure DFT and HF calculations and, in some cases, are even
in very good agreement with MP2 results. It is anticipated
that, once the asymptotic correction is applied to pure DFT
functionals, their performance should improve dramatically
and produce electrostatic interaction energies close to those
of CCSD.61
Several previous studies relate to the method dependence
of intermolecular electrostatic interaction energies, either
based on the perturbation approach, which adds correlation
corrections to the Hartree-Fock Ees from perturbation
contributions,47,48,55,62,63 or calculated from relaxed correlated
densities.63 In general, our results, obtained on systems much
larger than those studied previously, confirm (a) the importance of intramolecular correlation for the calculation of
intermolecular electrostatic interaction energies, (b) almost
complete convergence of Ees at the MP4SDQ level, and (c)
the relative unimportance of higher-order terms included in
the CCSD theory.63 We find that intramolecular correlation
included even at the MP2 level yields highly satisfactory
electrostatic interaction energies for the type of systems
studied here.
3. Effectiveness of the Databank in the Ees Calculation.
One of the goals of this study is to obtain reliable reference
values for Ees in the test dimers in order to provide a
benchmark of accuracy for Ees obtained with the DB+EPMM
approach. Two questions have to be addressed: (1) how does
the databank approach compare with the B3LYP/6-31G**
method on which it is based, and (2) how does it compare
with much more advanced correlated methods?
As to the first question, the agreement between electrostatic
interaction energies calculated with the DB+EPMM method
and B3LYP/6-31G** values is quite good sunder 4 kJ/mol
(∼1 kcal/mol) for five out of six dimers. This good
agreement should be viewed in light of the fact that the
glycine molecule was not included in the set of molecules
used in the construction of the pseudoatom databank. For
the Gly3 dimer, the difference is slightly largers9 kJ/mol.
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Taking account of the fact that, in constructing the databank,
B3LYP/6-31G** Gaussian-type densities were projected onto
the Slater-type basis set used in the Hansen-Coppens
pseudoatom model, and that the final set of pseudoatom
parameters is obtained by averaging over many slightly
different chemical environments and atomic conformations,
a root-mean-square (RMS) discrepancy of 4 kJ/mol is quite
acceptable.
As to the second question, DB+EPMM, like B3LYP/631G** itself, always underestimates the attractive electrostatic interaction energy compared to our best ab initio
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation. The differences can be
fairly significant. Thus, for dimers Gly3 and Gly4, the
differences between DB+EPMM and CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ
Ees values are as large as ∼30 and 20 kJ/mol, respectively.
But, for the Gly1, Gly2, and Gly6 dimers, the DB+EPMM
approach underestimates Ees by only 5-7 kJ/mol (1-2 kcal/
mol). For the only repulsive dimer, Gly5, the DB+EPMM
energy is in excellent agreement with the CCSD/aug-ccpVTZ value. The RMS discrepancy between DB+EPMM
and CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ Ees values is only 16 kJ/mol for
the set of six dimers, essentially due to the less advanced
method on which the databank is based. For comparison,
the RMS deviation between B3LYP/6-31G** and CCSD/
aug-cc-pVTZ energies is 14 kJ/mol, and between the best
ADF BLYP/QZ4P calculation and CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ it
is 9 kJ/mol.
4. Dependence of Electron Density Distributions on the
Level of Theory. Electrostatic interaction energies described
in this paper are, of course, intimately related to the electron
density distribution in the monomer of R-glycine. Figure 5a
shows the difference between HF/cc-pVTZ and HF/cc-pVDZ
electron density distributions plotted in the plane of an
oxygen, the carbon atom of the CH2 group, and the nitrogen
atom. The extension of the basis set from DZ to TZ
significantly affects the spherical component of the electron
density near the atom cores, which is expected to be relatively
unimportant for Ees calculations, and increases the density
in the bonding and tail regions of the density distributions,
which is expected to be more important. Figure 5b illustrates
the effect of including diffuse functions in the cc-pVDZ
orbital basis set at the HF level. The results for other methods
and basis sets are similar. Surprisingly, the effect is not
confined to the tails of the density distributions but is also
pronounced near the atoms and in the bonding regions. Most
remarkable are the nonspherical features around the atoms.
The effect of electron correlation is shown in Figure 5c. As
observed in previous studies,30 correlation builds charge
density near the nuclei and decreases it in bonding regions.
Contrary to earlier studies, the charge density is actually
depleted in a very small region in the immediate vicinity of
the oxygen and nitrogen atoms. To ensure that this feature
is not an artifact of our calculations, we repeated the
formaldehyde calculations previously reported by Wiberg et
al.,30 computing charge densities on a finer grid of points,
and found the same feature in that molecule.
In general, the effects of the basis set and method of
computation are rather significant and sufficiently complicated to account for the observed changes in the inter-
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Figure 5. Differences in the charge density distribution in the
glycine molecule between various levels of theory in the plane
of the oxygen, the carbon of the CH2 group, and the nitrogen
atom. Positive contours are shown with a solid red line,
negative with a dashed blue line, and zero with a dotted black
line. Contour levels are (2 × 10-4, (4 × 10-4, (8 × 10-4,
(2 × 10-3, (4 × 10-3, (8 × 10-3, (2 × 10-2, and so forth
e/au3.
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molecular electrostatic interaction energy and its orientational
dependence.

Concluding Remarks
The results of an extensive analysis of the basis set and
method dependence of intermolecular electrostatic interaction
energies in six dimers of R-glycine show that the most
significant effect on Ees in Gaussian-type calculations is
produced by the inclusion of diffuse functions, even in the
case of the fairly extended cc-pVQZ basis set. For augmented
Gaussian basis sets, the convergence of Ees is nearly complete
at the aug-cc-pVDZ level. The basis set dependence in Slatertype calculations of Ees is somewhat smaller than that for
Gaussians.
The method dependence of the calculated Ees is also
pronounced. Advanced correlated methods, such as QCISD,
CCSD, and MP4SDQ, and also MP2, show very consistent
results, usually within a range of 1-2 kJ/mol. Of these, MP2
is much less computationally demanding and when combined
with aug-cc-pVTZ or (if possible) a larger basis set is capable
of producing accurate benchmark electrostatic interaction
energies. Electrostatic energies obtained with HF and CISD
methods deviate considerably from these results, generally
overestimating the magnitude of the electrostatic interaction.
Pure DFT functionals with both Gaussian and Slater basis
functions almost always show large deviations from advanced
correlated methods, apparently because of an incorrect longrange behavior of these functionals. Despite their different
origins, BLYP and PBE functionals yield very similar Ees
energies. Electrostatic interaction energies from the hybrid
DFT B3LYP functional are in much better agreement with
those of advanced correlated methods, especially when
augmented TZ- or QZ-type basis sets are used. This is due
to the inclusion of Hartree-Fock exchange, which by itself
contains correct asymptotics and improves the overall
asymptotic behavior of a hybrid functional.
The combination of the pseudoatom databank and EPMM
method is well able to reproduce the results of the B3LYP/
6-31G** calculations on which it is based (well within 10
kJ/mol, usually within 4 kJ/mol only), confirming the
transferability of the pseudoatom densities among the types
of molecules considered. However, because electrostatic
interaction energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G** level
of theory deviate (sometimes by 20-30 kJ/mol) from
advanced correlated results, the databank results show
analogous discrepancies. This indicates that the databank can
be improved by the use of electron densities from advanced
correlated methods.
Nevertheless, the combination of the current databank for
the evaluation of electrostatic interaction energies in molecular systems with high-quality atom-atom potentials for the
description of exchange-repulsion, dispersion, and induction
forces should provide total bonding energies at an accuracy
similar to or better than those obtained by the standard DFT
methods. This approach is now being pursued.64
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